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ABSTRACT
A low-cost, two-step location update/paging scheme in a
macrocell/microcell network is proposed and investigated.
To reduce operating cost, the location update is operated
only in the macrocell tier. A callee will be paged in the
macrocell tier first. If the paging delay in the macrocell tier
is too high due to large queuing delay, the callee will then
be paged in the microcell tier. Original searching method
is used in the microcell tier paging. The operation for the
scheme is simple, since the macrocell/microcell cellular net-
work has the advantage that a mobile user in such a cellular
network can receive a signal from both a macrocell and a
microcell. The analytical results show that, along with the
low location update/paging cost, the two-step paging scheme
also achieves low paging delay.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and De-
sign

General Terms: Design.

Keywords: macrocell/microcell, paging, location update,
hierarchical cellular network, quality of service

1. INTRODUCTION
Location update/paging constitutes an important mobil-

ity problem in a cellular network, especially when cells are
becoming smaller and the number of mobile users is grow-
ing rapidly. In the existing mobile cellular networks, such
as a GSM network, a mobile user initially registers with a
location area (LA) managed by its home location register
(HLR). An LA is combined of a number of cells. When the
mobile user moves out of its the LA, a location update is
needed. If it moves out of the area managed by its HLR,
it has to register in a visiting location register (VLR). This
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VLR will inform the mobile user’s HLR about the mobile
user’s registration.
A mobile user is paged in the following sequence: the pag-

ing message is sent to the mobile user’s HLR. If the mobile
user is out of the area managed by HLR, the HLR will for-
ward this paging message to its VLR. The paging message
is broadcast on the paging channels of all the cells in the
current LA of the mobile user, so that the paged user can
be found.
The cost of the location update/paging process is mainly

the radio bandwidth consumption in the wireless channels
and the signaling exchange in the core network. A major
concern for efficient mobility management in the cellular net-
work is keeping the location update/paging cost low while
maintaining a low paging delay.
This paper investigates the location update/paging schemes

with low cost and low paging delays in the macrocell/microcell
cellular network, the hierarchical cellular architecture intro-
duced to improve the system capacity [1]. In such a network,
since a macrocell covers a much larger area than a microcell,
making up LAs by macrocells results in much fewer LAs in
the network. The location-update cost for each mobile user
can be reduced, while the paging cost does not increase if
considering that the radio bandwidth in the macrocell tier
has the same value as that in the microcell tier (In a real
network, the bandwidth a in macrocell is normally more pre-
cious than that in a microcell). However, since both the
macrocell users and the microcell users in an LA are paged
only through the paging channels of the macrocells, the over-
all paging load in the macrocell tier may become very high.
This is primarily because the number of microcell users is
much larger than the number of macrocell users. In this
case, the paging messages may encounter long queuing de-
lay in the macrocells’ paging channels and the delay require-
ment may not be satisfied. On the other hand, if we reduce
the size of LAs by making up LAs by microcells, the paging
load is divided into smaller areas with less load in each area.
The paging delay decreases, yet the location-update cost in-
creases because mobile users may have to experience more
location updates.
To solve this dilemma, we propose a new location up-

date/paging scheme, called two-step paging scheme, for macro-
cell/microcell networks. The low paging delay location up-
date/paging strategies for the single-tier cellular network can
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be applied to the macrocell/microcell network with appro-
priate modifications. In addition, the hierarchical structure
of such a network can bring more flexibility in location up-
date/paging management. The proposed scheme uses the
unique feature of the macrocell/microcell cellular network,
namely that a mobile user can receive signals from both a
microcell and the overlaid macrocell. A macro/micro hier-
archical LA is used, and location update is operated only in
the macrocell tier. The LA structure is similar to the multi-
layer LAs in [2], but with a simpler operation. For paging, a
mobile user is paged in the macrocell tier first. If the queue
of paging messages in the macrocell tier is too long, the mo-
bile user will then be paged in the microcell tier. Different
paging strategies are used in the macrocell tier and the mi-
crocell tier. This scheme can be easily implemented in a
cellular network with channels divided into time slots. The
paging channels of a microcell and its overlaid macrocell may
use different time slots. Mobile users adjust their receivers
periodically to listen to the paging channels from different
tiers at different times, so they can receive the paging mes-
sages from both the macrocell tier and the microcell tier.
The operation of such a scheme is described in Section 2.
Previous research has a focus on minimizing the cost of

location update/paging while meeting the paging delay re-
quirement in the single-tiered network. The proposed meth-
ods can also be used in the hierarchical cellular network.
These work can be found in [3, 4, 5]. Location update and
paging in hierarchical cellular networks are studied in [6],
[7].
Section 2 describes the two-step paging scheme and two

other basic paging schemes for comparison. In section 3,
analytical models are developed for the paging delay and
the location update/paging cost. Section 4 shows illustrative
results. Section 5 concludes our work.

2. TWO-STEP PAGING SCHEME
In this section, the two-step paging scheme (Scheme C) is

described. Two basic location update/paging schemes in the
macrocell/microcell network (Scheme A and Scheme B) are
used to compare with our proposed scheme. It is assumed
that within one LA, in each paging slot, only one paging
message is broadcast. Paging messages will stay in a first-in-
first-out (FIFO) queue to wait for the next paging slot if they
cannot be processed immediately. It is also assumed that,
with the location update, the LA with which a mobile user
registers is known exactly, and the paged user can be found
after the first paging. The three location update/paging
schemes in the macrocell/microcell network which our work
compares are as follows:

• Scheme A: Location update/paging is only operated
in the microcell tier. In this scheme, each LA con-
sists of a number of microcells, and we call the LA
a micro-LA. Mobile users judge whether their micro-
LAs change by listening to the microcells’ broadcast
channels. When a mobile user’s micro-LA changes, a
location update is needed. A mobile user is paged si-
multaneously in all the microcells within its registered
micro-LA (a home LA or a visiting LA).

• Scheme B: Location update/paging is only operated
in the macrocell tier. In this scheme, each LA consists

of a number of macrocells, and we call the LA a macro-
LA. The paging and location-update process is similar
to that in Scheme A, but operated in macro-LAs.

• Scheme C (two-step paging scheme): Location up-
date is operated in the macrocell tier, and mobile users
are paged in both the macrocell tier and the microcell
tier. In this scheme, the macrocell tier is divided into
macro-LAs and the microcell tier is divided into micro-
LAs. Each macro-LA overlaps a number of micro-LAs,
as shown in Figure 1. Mobile users register with macro-
LAs and location update is only operated in the macro-
cell tier, which means location update is needed only
when a mobile user’s macro-LA changes. A mobile
user is initially paged in its macro-LA, by which the
callee can be found after the paging message is broad-
cast once. If the paging queue is too long, this mo-
bile user will then be paged in the underlying micro-
LAs. Since the exact micro-LA of the paged mobile
user is not known, the original search method is used
in the microcell tier, i.e., the mobile user is paged in
the micro-LAs one by one until it is found. Note that
paging strategies such as that in [4] can be used in the
microcell tier to improve the system performance. The
original search method is used here for simplicity.

macro-LA

macro-LA

micro-LA

micro-LA

micro-LA

micro-LA
micro-LA

micro-LA

macro-LA

Figure 1: Macro-LAs and micro-LAs in a macro-
cell/microcell network.

In the two-step paging scheme, an idle mobile user has to
listen to the paging channels of both tiers. In a time-slotted
tiered network, if both tiers occupy the same radio frequency,
the mobile user may just listen to the paging channels in dif-
ferent tiers at different time slots. If different frequencies are
used in macrocell tier and microcell tier, as is normally the
case in a TDMA tiered network, the time interval between
a macro-LA paging slot and the paging slots of its under-
lying micro-LAs should be long enough for a mobile user
to adjust its receiver to different frequencies. In the tiered
network, since the frequency adjustment is needed for mo-
bile users to receive the broadcast signals from all the tiers,
the two-step paging scheme does not bring much additional
operating overhead.

3. ANALYSIS OF DELAY AND COST
We first define the key network parameters that will be

used in the analysis. We then build the mathematical model
for paging delay. Finally, we analyze the average cost for a
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single location update/paging process in the macrocell/microcell
cellular network.

3.1 Network Architecture, Parameters, and As-
sumptions

• In a macrocell/microcell cellular network, each macro-
LA is made up by Na macrocells and each micro-LA is
made up by Ni microcells. Each macrocell is overlaid
with Nmc microcells. Thus, a macro-LA overlaps with
Nml micro-LAs, where Nml = Na × Nml/Ni.

• A homogeneous environment and the paging messages
coming to a micro-LA follow a Poisson distribution
with an arrival rate of λmi messages/sec is assumed.
The overall paging messages coming to a macro-LA,
λma, also follow a Poisson distribution with the arrival
rate of Nmlλmi messages/sec.

• We assume the time that a mobile user will stay within
the same micro-LA is negative exponentially distributed
with mean 1/µmi seconds. From [8], µmi can be cal-
culated by:

µmi =
πS

E[v]L
, (1)

where S, L are the area and the perimeter of the
micro-LA and E[v] is the average speed of this mo-
bile user. Assuming all LAs are hexagonal (or ap-
proximately circle-shaped), since each macro-LA cov-
ers Nml micro-LAs, by Eqn. (1), the time that a mobile
user stays in a macro-LA then is also negative expo-
nentially distributed with mean 1/µma seconds, and
µma = µmi/

√
Nml.

• For a mobile user, we assume that the inter-arrival
time between any two consecutive calls to it is Pois-
son distributed with a mean inter-arrival time of 1/µc

seconds. To simplify the analysis, we assume that
this time is much larger than the average call-holding
time and there is no location update during the mobile
user’s talking process.

3.2 Average Delay
Let T be the time between two paging slots (a paging

slot is normally much smaller than T ). Since, we assumed
earlier, that only one paging message is processed in a paging
slot1 and the new paging messages will stay in the queue
waiting for paging slots, the paging process can be described
as a discrete Markov chain with the embedded time of T .
Assuming the Poisson arrival with a arrival rate of λ for
paging messages, the paging process is a M/D/1 process,
with a fixed service time T . Define p(i) the probability that
i paging messages are queued, then p(i) can be calculated
following the routing queuing theory.
For this queuing system with a finite queue length of n,

define k̄ to be the average number of users in the system,
then:

k̄ =
i=nX
i=0

ip(i). (2)

1In the real GSM system, a paging block can normally pro-
cess more than 1 paging messages. We assume one paging
message per slot for analytical tractability.

Using Little’s law, the average delay D is:

D =
k̄

λ(1− p(n))
. (3)

For the paging Schemes A and B, the average delay can
be calculated using Eqn. (3) directly when n is large enough.
In Scheme C, a mobile user is paged in its macro-LA first.

To satisfy the delay requirement, we assign to the macro-LA
a finite paging queue with length no longer than Q. From
Eqn. (3), we can find Dma, the average paging delay in the
macrocell tier. The overflow from the macrocell tier to the
microcell tier can be approximated to follow a Poisson distri-
bution. Since the paging message arrival rate to the macro-
LA is λma, when the queue length in the macro-LA is Q,
define λov to be the overflow rate to the microcell tier; then:

λov = λmap(Q). (4)

Assume that the paged users are uniformly distributed in
the network. Knowing a paged user’s macro-LA, and if this
user is paged in micro-LAs, the probability that the paged
user can be found in each micro-LA is 1/Nml, where Nml is
the number of micro-LAs overlaid by the macro-LA. For each
paging message broadcast in the microcell tier, we define N̄
to be the average number of times it is broadcast in the
micro-LAs until the paged user is found; then:

N̄ =

NmlX
i=1

i
1

Nml
=

Nml + 1

2
. (5)

Among all the micro-LAs overlaid by the same macro-
LA, if the network starts searching for a paged user in a
randomly-picked micro-LA and with a random searching se-
quence among the micro-LAs, for analysis tractability, we
approximate the paging flow to each micro-LA by a Poisson
distribution with arrival rate of λa−i, and:

λa−i =
N̄λov

Nml
. (6)

Define the average waiting time in each micro-LA to be
Dmi; then Dmi can be calculated through Eqn. (3). Since a
paging message will be broadcast for the average of N̄ times,
the overall average processing delay in the microcell tier is
N̄Dmi. Define DSC to be the average processing delay for
the two-step paging scheme; then:

DSC = Dma(1− pov) + N̄Dmipov. (7)

In Scheme C, the paging messages can only encounter
large delay in the microcell tier. Define fp(k) to be the
discrete probability-distribution function for the probabil-
ity that when a new paging message comes to a micro-LA,
there are already k queued paging messages in this micro-
LA. Since a new paging message will experience an average
of N̄ broadcasts, the paging process for this paging message
in the micro-LAs can be approximated as follows: this pag-
ing message comes to an equivalent queue with nmessages in
the queue, of which the discrete probability density function
P (k) for this equivalent queue (defined as the probability
that there are n paging messages in the equivalent queue)
can be calculated by:

P (k) = p1(k) � p2(k) � p3(k) · · · �pN (k), (8)
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where � is the symbol for convolution and p1(k) = p2(k) =
· · · = pN(k) = p(k).

3.3 Cost
We define wpa and wpi to be the paging cost when one

paging message is broadcast in a macrocell and microcell
respectively, and wu to be the cost for one location update
of one mobile user. The location update/paging cost we try
to find is the paging cost for a mobile user, and the location
update cost on this mobile user since last time it is called
(i.e., the cost of location update for this mobile user between
any two consecutive calls to it).
When location update is operated in the microcell tier

(e.g., in Scheme A), we define t1 to be the time that a mo-
bile user will stay in a micro-LA and t2 to be the time inter-
val between two consecutive calls to this mobile user. Both
t1 and t2 are negative exponentially distributed with mean
1/µmi and 1/µc, respectively. A location update is needed
when t2 > t1. Defining pu to be the probability that there
is at least one location update between any two consecutive
calls to this mobile user, and defining ft1(t1), ft2(t2) to be
the pdf functions for t1, t2, we have:

ft1(t1) = µmie
−µmit1 ,

ft2(t2) = µce
−µct2 .

In Scheme A, pu can be calculated by:

pu = p[t2 > t1] =

Z ∞

0

Z ∞

t1

ft2(t2)ft1(t1)dt2dt1

=

Z ∞

0

Z ∞

t1

µce
−µct2µmie

−µmit1dt2dt1

=
µmi

µmi + µc
. (9)

Note that the exponential distribution has the memoryless
feature. In Scheme A, since a mobile user is called the last
time, the probability that this mobile user’s location has to
be updated by n times before it is called another time is
pn

u. Between any two consecutive calls, define the average
number of location updates this mobile user experiences as
N̄SA, then:

N̄SA =
∞X

i=1

ipi
u =

pu

(1− pu)2
. (10)

Similarly, by using µma instead of µmi in Eqn. (9), we can
find the average number of location updates between any
two consecutive calls in Schemes B and C by Eqn. (10). We
define the numbers as N̄SB and N̄SC , and N̄SB = N̄SC .
For Schemes A and B, a mobile user will be paged once

since the mobile user will be found after the first paging.
For Scheme C, in the macrocell tier, a mobile user will be
paged once and in the microcell tier, a mobile user is paged
an average of (Nml+1)/2 (from Eqn. (5)) times. Since p(Q)
is the probability that a mobile user has to be paged in the
micro-LAs in Scheme C since all Q queue positions in the
overlaid macro-LA are taken, define CSA, CSB, and CSC to
be the average location update/paging cost for a mobile user

in Scheme A, B, and C; then:

CSA = Niwpi + N̄SAwu, (11)

CSB = Nawpa + N̄SBwu, (12)

CSC = wpa(1− p(Q)) +
Nml + 1

2
wpip(Q) (13)

+N̄SCwu.

4. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we show some illustrative results on the

delay and cost. In our examples here, each macrocell is
overlaid 7 microcells. Each macro-LA contains 7 macrocells
and each micro-LA contains 7 microcells. Thus, in Scheme
C, each macro-LA covers 7 micro-LAs. This architecture is
for simplicity, and the optimum architecture can be found
by simulation. We only consider signaling cost and use the
cost in [9] for paging and location update cost estimation.
For paging, the cost is 463 bit for each cell and for location
update, the cost is 1231 bit for a single location update. We
assume the paging cost in a microcell is the same as that in
a macrocell. The interval time between any two paging slots
is normalized as 1, i.e., T = 1.
Figure 2 shows the delay in Scheme C when the macro-

LA’s paging queue has different lengths (differentQs). When
load is high, schemes with longer queue have larger delay be-
cause, in such schemes, more calls are served in the macrocell
tier, where the average paging delay is high at high load. The
average delay decreases when queue length decreases at high
load. However, when queue length is very short, e.g., Q = 2,
the delay will become larger at low load because more pag-
ing messages have to overflow to the microcell tier, where a
single paging message may be broadcast several times.
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Figure 2: Average delay in Scheme C with different
queue lengths.

In Figure 3, we show the cost for Scheme C with different
queue length in the macro-LA. The x axis (µma/µc) shows
how often a mobile user is called within a macro-LA (How
often a mobile user is called within a micro-LA can be simi-
larly described as µmi/µc.). When µma/µc increases, a mo-
bile user is called less often within the same macro-LA and
there is a larger probability that a location update is needed
between two consecutive calls to this mobile user. Taking
consideration the heavy paging load in the macro-LA, it is
assigned a paging load λma of 0.95. It is shown that with
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a smaller queue length, the overall location update/paging
cost is higher because more paging messages will overflow to
the microcell tier, where the paging cost is higher.
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Figure 3: Location update/paging cost for Scheme
C with different µma/µc.

We assign the paging queue length in the macro-LA in
Scheme C as 5, so that the scheme has relatively good per-
formance in both delay and cost. The average paging delays
for Schemes A, B, and C are shown in Figure 4. The aver-
age delay in Scheme B is much larger than that in Scheme
A since the paging load in each micro-LA is much smaller
than that in each macro-LA. The average paging delay in
Scheme C is marginally worse than that in Scheme A, but
better than that in Scheme B especially when paging load
in a macro-LA is high.
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Figure 4: Paging delay in Schemes A, B, and C.

We show in Figure 5 the cost comparison among differ-
ent schemes. It is observed that, although Scheme A has
the smallest delay in the previous result, it has much larger
cost than Schemes B and C. The cost of Scheme C is only
marginally larger than that of Scheme B. It can also be ob-
served from this figure that the cost increases when µma/µc

increases since a larger µma/µc causes more location updates
between any two consecutive calls.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we examined a new location update/paging

scheme in a macrocell/microcell cellular network, called a
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Figure 5: Location update/paging cost in Schemes
A, B, and C.

two-step paging scheme. A location update is only oper-
ated in the macrocell tier to reduce the cost. A mobile user
is paged in the macrocell tier first. If the waiting queue is
too long in the macrocell tier, the mobile user will then be
searched in the underlying microcells to reduce the paging
delay. With the special feature that, in a hierarchical cellu-
lar network, a mobile user can reach the base stations from
both the tiers, the two-step paging scheme demonstrates
simple operation and good performance, and the scheme can
achieve small delay while keeping the cost low.
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